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Cast in the lead role is Denzel Wash-
ington, who by now has been implanted
in the minds of millions. Dressed in
dark conservative suits, sporting a goatee
and eyeglasses, Denzel's fierce, pene-
trating gaze embodies Malcolm's char-
ismatic personality. The Oscar-win-
ning actor, no stranger to emotionally-
charged material, is more than convinc-
ing in his portrayal.

As the slain South African freedom
fighter, Steven Biko, in Richard
Attenborough's "Cry Freedom," Wash-
ington displayed an arousing grace rarely
captured on film. And when he endured
the bloody stripes of inhumanity across
his back as an enraged slave turned
Union soldier in "Glory," the teat which
plunged down his angry cheek grazed
an exposed and throbbing nerve in the
body of justice and decency.

But, it was his portrayal of Malcolm
X in the Negro Ensemble Company's
Broadway production of "When Chick-
ens Come Home To Roost," which
served as the foundation for his latest,
and perhaps most challenging role. By
playing the venerated hero, Washing-
ton is in fact, duplicating Malcolm's
infectious dynamism of social protest
which swept black America in the' 50s
and '60s. Furthermore, the slain idol's
grassroots endowment has apparently
returned to cast a chilling indictment on
America once again in the 1990s.

To his credit, Washington looked
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upon this opportunity to portray Mal-
colm X as an incredible responsibility.
In order to represent his subject accu-
rately and respectfully, Washington
researched, studied and copied his
character's walk, speech patterns,
mannerisms and gestures. "I wanted to
capture the essence of Malcolm," re-
marked Washington. "The key for me
is spirit. I've told people, and I'll con-
tinue to say that I can't be Malcolm X.
I'm not Malcom X. I'm Denzel. But I
know that the same spirit, the same God
that moved in him, can move through
me. That was my desire and my prayer
- to be moved by the same spirit he was
moved by."

The film vividly recreates Harlem
Square where you gain an appreciation
for Washington's compelling duplica-
tion of Malcolm's penetrating and pro-
vocative oratory. Washington's per-
formance surely has Oscar written on it.

Inevitably, one must turn their atten-
tion to the individual who won the hard-
earned license to recreate the life of a
figure who, more than 27 years after his
death, has once again become the cause
celebre of black America.

Enter, Spike Lee - maverick and
genuine renegade. He is the outspoken
consciousness of what ails black Amer-
ica, particularly in Hollywood. He
aroused everyone's sensibilities with
his first film, "She's Gotta Have It."
With "School Daze," he succeeded in

angering African-Americans by digging
up a sensitive issue to black Americans:
color, he eagerly smacked the beast of
racism when it raised its ugly head in
"Do The Right Thing." And to further
incite America's senses, he unleashed
"Jungle Fever," which chased America's
biggest taboo (interracial dating) into a
comer where it was peered at and ana- .
lyzed until it nearly forgot its sensual
inhibitions.

By exposing the nation's embarrass-
ing afflictions, the Academy Award
nominee has substantially elevated the
cultural significance of black films,
while calling attention to the financial
impact and significance of African-
Americans as consumers of nearly 50
percent of all movie tickets sold in the
United States! Equally important, he's
partly responsible for opening the flood-
gate of movies featuring, directed and
produced by African-Americans.

Given his proclivity for tackling
prickly subject matter, somehow one
senses that his politics are correct, or at
least in the interest of the African-
American community.

Because he addresses the rashes that
irritate the anatomy of black America,
it's only reasonable to say that he is
qualified to depict the anguish as well as
aspirations of African-Americans.

But strangely enough, despite the fact
that his political lens appears properly
focused, Lee has received vehement
opposition from a small number of de-
tractors who expressed concern over
how he would depict the fervent patriot.
Critics felt the director would focus too
heavily on Malcolm's criminal career
as opposed to his life as a Muslim min-
ister and leader. Malcolm X's autobi-
ographer, Alex Haley, before he died
earlier this year, stated that Lee has
earned the literary license to present the
story to the best of his artistic ability.
He stated that no one could possibly
satisfy all the groups which lay claim to
Malcolm's lineage.

Acquiring the project was an arduous
task, and it only came about as the result
of a calculated and prolonged campaign
by Lee. By lobbying Sidney Lurnet.
who held the rights to the movie, Lee
was able to replace Norman Jewison as
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project which will undoubtedly inspire
the masses of African-Americans. "X,"
the movie, is being released at a time
when hopelessness and despair are
running rampant in African-American
communities, particularly among youth.
Likewise, in order to completely under-
stand the movie and life of Malcolm X,
one must understand that the same sense
of despair and hopelessness also exer-
cised a pervasive grip on the early por-
tion of Malcolm's life.

Early in the movie, Lee provides much
needed insight into Malcolm's child-
hood. Young Malcolm Little (his sur-
name) is observed taking a romantic
stroll along the beach with his female
companion, Laura. During their con-
versation, a gripping flashback shows
his family being separated by a social
worker acting on behalf of the state of
Michigan. As young Malcolm contin-
ues to confide in Laura, he painfully
discloses how a teacher once counseled
him to table his ambition of becoming a
lawyer and aspire for something within
his skill level, "like carpentry." As he
and Laura continue their leisurely walk,
he also speaks of the numerous racial
epithets hurled at him so often, it caused
him to view such language and its deg-
radations as normal and acceptable.

Times were hard for young Malcolm,
just as they are for African-American
youth today. With society's continued
indifference to their plight, many chil-
dren run away from their hopes and

ambitions and end up in a terrifying life-
long nightmare. Malcolm Little was
one such child.

Known as Detroit Red, he turns to
selling heroin, committing numerous
burglaries and operating a small-time
prostitution ring. He even contracts a
slight case of "jungle fever," which
occurs with the adventurous Sophia,
played by Kate Vernon, the only sig-
nificant white character in the movie.

Engrossed in underworld exploits,
Washington portrays Detroit Red in his
entire venality. His tinted, red hair is
conked and styled with a sleek arro-
gance. Boxed and oversized, Washing-
ton wears the popular zoot suit as he
stalks Harlem's electrifying nightclubs
looking for victims and the latest in
excitement. His frequent prowls take
him to such legendary nightspots as
Club Onyx on 52nd Street, where he
absorbs local vices and the ineffable
voice of Lady Day.

The production team, headed by
Wynn Thomas, makes excellent use of
assorted textures and colors, which
greatly enhances the authenticity of the
nightclub scenes. The patrons of the

, legendary clubs are exquisitely dressed
and represent the class and sophistica-
tion of Harlem in its heyday. Detroit
Red has discovered Utopia, and it is
Harlem.

Darkness soon eclipses Detroit Red.
After a string of arrests, a judge sen-
tences him to 10 years for burglary. He
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Prediction: "X," the movie, will be
the blockbuster of the year and one of
me most significant and top-grossing
IIlO ies of this decade! Why? Because
Aalcolm X's legacy speaks to the cur-
rent condition and future ambition of
black America. Equally significant, it
marks the first time affluent, well-to-do
African-Americans have provided sub-
stantial financial backing to a movie
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was 21. Just as Malcolm Little disap-
peared into the societal vacuum of inop-
portunity, Detroit Red perished in the
septic tank of self-destruction.

Filmed at Wilsey Street Jail in New-
ark, N.J., Malcolm's period of incar-
ceration is initially characterized by de-
spair. At this juncture in the movie,
grays, blues and whites are used heavily
to underscore a sense of alienation and
despondency.

With Malcolm Little and Detroit Red
mentally deceased, Satan makes his way
into Malcolm's consciousness. He is
evil, demonic, almost possessed. His
disposition's so menacing, he is placed
in solitary confinement for much of his
sentence. Clearly, the man who once
aspired to become an attorney is lost-
a victim of the very system he had
longed to uphold as a child.
Washington's searing facial expression
throughout this dismaying scene bril-
liantly illustrates the degradation and
rejection Malcolm certainly must have
felt.

Albert Hall, a Broadway, television
and big-screen performer in his own
right, portrays Baines, Satan's spiritual
and mental redeemer. It is Baines who
repeatedly articulates the principles of
Islam to his listener, Satan. As the
central character, Washington begins
interfacing with other prison intellectu-
als. Within a short period, he develops
an omnivorous appetite for knowledge
and truth. For the first time in his life,
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Malcolm understands he is not a nigger,
but a black man with a proud and distin-
guished heritage. With unprecedented
discipline and intensity, he plunges into
self-study by reading and copying the
dictionary and learning the teachings of
Islam and the Honorable Elijah Muham-
mad. Veteran actor Al Freeman Jr.
portrays Elijah Muhammad, the leader
of the Nation of Islam. A man revered
for his relentless thirst for truth, demand
for discipline and tireless scholarship,
Elijah Muhammad's religious philoso-
phies spawned Malcolm's earliest reac-
tionary beliefs. This sequence, which
captures Malcolm's evolving self-es-
teem, is punctuated by the uplifting
musical score composed by jazz great,
Terrence Blanchard. Here, as through-
out the movie, the trumpeter's music re-
inforces the action and helps to estab-
lish and facilitate the psychological
posture of the moment. All the while,
Washington's portrayal of Malcolm in
this period of momentous transition is
nothing short of spellbinding.

When Malcolm is released from
prison, he is neither the person he was,
nor the person he will one day become.

Malcolm accepts the Muslim faith,
studies directly under Elijah Muham-
mad and consequently receives his X.
In the Nation of Islam, the X signifies
that which is lost, such as a rightful last
name, history or cultural lineage. It is
adopted and used by an individual until
such time as they connect with their true

identity. At that juncture, the X is then
replaced with a name, usually of Is-
lamic or Arabic origin.

It is at this point that Malcolm as-
sumes the identity that would catapult
him to a legendary cult status which still
continues decades after his death.

He is the "Shining Black Prince,"
Ossie Davis so eloquently spoke of.
Having outgrown Malcolm Little, sev-
ered ties with Detroit Red and spiritu-
ally disposed of Satan, Malcolm as-
cends to his life-calling: that of an ar-
ticulate, intellectual warrior committed
to winning the battle of self-empower-
ment on behalf of African-Americans
"by any means necessary."

Once again, it is necessary to credit
Washington for the vim and vigor with
which he delivers the contents of some
of Malcolm 's most revered speeches-
it is striking! The actor seems to actu-
ally succeed in resurrecting the spirit of
the heroic Muslim minister. Whether
his stirring oratory focused on black
leadership, black consumerism, self-
help, racial pride, oppression, global
struggle, the role and importance of
black women, hatred, extremism, black
nationalism or identification with Af-
rica, his delivery is peppered with fury,
charisma and intensity.

During his frequent public appeals,
the character of Malcolm X is perenni-
ally protected by his fellow Muslims.
They are crisp, clean-cut and fiercely
disciplined with close-cropped haircuts,
cleanly shaven faces, freshly starched
white shirts and bow ties.

One senses the crowds in Harlem
Square, and elsewhere, are genuinely
enlightened and uplifted by the actor's
series of provocative proclamations.
There is little question that the movie-
going public, too, will be swept up in the
rhetorical energy.

Concerning this phase of the film,
Wynn Thomas, the production designer
stated, "Malcolm has become a leader,
and he's much more serious, so we're
using a lot of earth tones - browns,
greens and natural tones to reflect con-
trolled realism." The impressive
speeches and the recreation of Harlem
as it existed in the 1950s and '60s -
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well as the direction of the Nation of
Islam.

Once again Malcolm was forced to
undergo an abrupt, profound change in
order to conquer the challenges life set
before him. No longer part of the or-
ganization he spent 12 years building
and promoting, he founded the Organi-
zation of Afro-American Unity
(OAAU), an organization committed to
an international approach for human
rights. It was at this stage of his philo-
sophical evolution that he toned down
his extremism. Still bursting with the
energy of a "caged tiger," as Alex Haley
once described him, he took a number
of trips overseas to Europe, Africa and
the Middle East.

One of the truly great aspects of the
recreation of Malcolm X's life is that its
director, Lee, took no shortcuts. Lee,
the cast and crew, despite intense oppo-
sition, successfully negotiated and even-
tually flew to Mecca to shoot the annual
hajj (holy pilgrimage), thus becoming
the first commercial outfit to capture
the spectacle on film. Not only did Lee
go through the headache, expense and
trouble to shoot in Mecca, he also dupli-
cated his efforts in Egypt to capture au-
thentic footage of Washington, as Mal-
colm, during his visit to the pyramids.

It was upon his return from the holy
city of Mecca, where he had worshipped
with Muslims of all races, that he re-

scinded his eariierpositions on race. He
stated, "There are worthy and godly
people of all races ... the quality of a
person's spirit is what determines his
worth, not the color of his skin."

As further evidence of his continu-
ous transformation, he changed his name
to El-Hajj Malik El-Shabazz, thus con-
cluding the search for his true identity
and sense of self.

For an international figure to renounce
much of what he had espoused for years
takes exceptional courage. However,
one must not forget that El-Shabazz
was a spiritual being always in search of
the truth.

With his ideology constantly evolv-
ing, he is seen in the movie turning most
of his attention to international issues,
particularly human rights. He was the
first African- American to take America
to task for its treatment of people of
color at the World Court of the United
Nations. And, he exhorted blacks to
refer to themselves as Afro-American
as opposed to Negro.

True to his commitment of capturing
the life of his subject, so, too, did Lee
transport us to Harlem's Audubon Ball-
room on Feb. 21, 1965, the day EI-
Shabazz was murdered. In a grueling
sequence of events shot over a five day
period, the mercurial life of the icon was
brought to a brutal end.

In order to understand Malcolm X,
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